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Consular Aﬀairs and Diplomacy
Martinus Nijhoﬀ Publishers Consular Aﬀairs and Diplomacy analyses the nature of diplomacy’s consular dimension in international relations. It contributes to our understanding of key themes in consular
aﬀairs today, the challenges that are facing the three great powers, as well as the historical origins of the consular institution.

Human Rights and the Dark Side of Globalisation
Transnational Law Enforcement and Migration Control
Taylor & Francis This edited volume examines the continued viability of international human rights law in the context of growing transnational law enforcement. With states increasingly making use of
global governance modes, core exercises of public authority such as migration control, surveillance, detention and policing, are increasingly conducted extraterritorially, outsourced to foreign governments
or delegated to non-state actors. New forms of cooperation raise diﬃcult questions about divided, shared and joint responsibility under international human rights law. At the same time, some
governments engage in transnational law enforcement exactly to avoid such responsibilities, creatively seeking to navigate the complex, overlapping and sometimes unclear bodies of international law. As
such, this volume argues that this area represents a particular dark side of globalisation, requiring both scholars and practitioners to revisit basic assumptions and legal strategies. The volume will be of
great interest to students, scholars and practitioners of international relations, human rights and public international law.

Visas and Walls
Border Security in the Age of Terrorism
University of Pennsylvania Press Borders traditionally served to insulate nations from other states and to provide bulwarks against intrusion by foreign armies. In the age of terrorism, borders are more
frequently perceived as protection against threats from determined individuals arriving from elsewhere. After a deadly terrorist attack, leaders immediately encounter pressure to close their borders. As
Nazli Avdan observes, cracking down on border crossings and policing migration enhance security. However, the imperatives of globalization demand that borders remain open to legal travel and economic
exchange. While stricter border policies may be symbolically valuable and pragmatically safer, according to Avdan, they are economically costly, restricting trade between neighbors and damaging
commercial ties. In Visas and Walls, Avdan argues that the balance between economics and security is contingent on how close to home threats, whether actual or potential, originate. When terrorist
events aﬀect the residents of a country or take place within its borders, economic ties matter less. When terrorist violence strikes elsewhere and does not involve its citizens, the unaﬀected state's
investment in globalization carries the day. Avdan examines the visa waiver programs and visa control policies of several countries in place in 2010, including Turkey's migration policies; analyzes the visa
issuance practices of the European Union from 2003 until 2015; and explores how terrorism and trade aﬀected states' propensities to build border walls in the post-World War II era. Her ﬁndings challenge
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the claim that border crackdowns are a reﬂexive response to terrorist violence and qualify globalists' assertions that economic globalization makes for open borders. Visas and Walls encourages
policymakers and leaders to consider more broadly the eﬀects of economic interdependence on policies governing borders and their permeability.

Identifying Security Logics in the EU Policy Discourse
The "Migration Crisis" and the EU
Springer Nature This open access book investigates the complexity and the modalities of securitization of migration and border control at the EU level. It discusses and compares how diﬀerent EU
institutions and agencies have been deploying diﬀerent logics of security, e.g. humanitarianism or management of risk, while framing increased migratory ﬂows and so called migration crisis as a security
problem. The book argues that the (re)development of EU migration and border control policies in response to increased migratory ﬂows of 2015 have revealed an increasingly tangled nature of
securitization of migration in the EU. This is reﬂected in the intertwining of security logics where migrants and human mobility tend to be securitized through diﬀerent, sometimes multiple, interpretative
lenses at diﬀerent stages of policy framing. From a theoretical point of view, the book develops a fresh analytical perspective that further contributes to burgeoning discussion on securitization theory. By
bridging the literature on policy framing and securitization it makes a signiﬁcant contribution to the debates on both securitization and migration. As such this book is of great interest to students,
academics, policy makers and all those working in the ﬁelds of EU politics, migration, security, and international relations.

Reporting on migrants and refugees
Handbook for journalism educators
UNESCO Publishing

Handbook on European Law Relating to Asylum, Borders and Immigration
The European Convention on Human Rights and European Union law provide an increasingly important framework for the protection of the rights of foreigners. European Union legislation relating to
asylum, borders and immigration is developing fast. There is an impressive body of case law by the European Court of Human Rights relating in particular to Articles 3, 5, 8 and 13 of the ECHR. The Court
of Justice of the European Union is increasingly asked to pronounce itself on the interpretation of European Union law provisions in this ﬁeld. This handbook presents this European Union legislation and the
body of case law by the two European courts in an accessible way. It is intended for legal practitioners, judges, prosecutors, immigration oﬃcials and nongovernmental organisations, in the EU and Council
of Europe Member States.

Re|shaping cultural policies: advancing creativity for development
2005 Convention global report, 2018
UNESCO Publishing

The Movement of Persons Across Borders
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Transnational Aspects of End-user Oriented E-services in the Baltic Sea Region
Final Handbook of the EGOPRISE Project
BWV Verlag Hauptbeschreibung This volume contains the ﬁnal output of the European project ""EGOPRISE - E-GOvernment solutions as instruments to qualify the public sector for the speciﬁc needs of
small and medium sized enterPRISEs (SMEs) in the rural BSR"". The consortium of the EGOPRISE project consists of 22 partner institutions from eight countries around the Baltic Sea Region who all
contributed to the achievements in this project. This handbook provides information, opinions, and research that should be of value to practitioners, academics, and students.

Foreign Visa Requirements
Turkey and EU Integration
Achievements and Obstacles
Taylor & Francis What has been achieved regarding Turkey’s eﬀorts at integration to the EU and what obstacles remain to it achieving full membership? Like other developing countries, Turkey displays
visible signs of advancement with rapid increases in living standards, greater mobility and the rapid spread of technology. Much of its legislation and political, economic and administrative systems are also
now aligned to the EU and this process has undoubtedly contributed to democratization and modernization. At the same time problems in politics and society persist; the Gezi protests, limitations of
freedom of expression, frequent occupational accidents in the mining and construction sectors, honour killings and political upheaval which has manifested itself most starkly with the recent coup attempt
all call attention to the challenges facing a country in the process of change. Charting the political, legal and economic relations between Turkey and the European Union since 1959 this book explores the
relationship through phases such as association, customs union and candidacy. Each chapter covers a particular period in the relations and/or a theme which has both current and overall relevance to the
conduct of the relations. In this way, the authors examine the impact of the EU in aﬀecting change, what has been achieved and the obstacles that remain.

Re | Shaping Policies for Creativity
Addressing culture as a global public good
UNESCO Publishing

Regional Integration in the Union for the Mediterranean Progress Report
Progress Report
OECD Publishing Regional Integration in the Union for the Mediterranean: Progress Report monitors major trends and evolutions of integration in the Euro-Mediterranean region. The Report examines ﬁve
domains of regional integration, namely trade integration, ﬁnancial integration, infrastructure integration, movement of people, as well as research and higher education.
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EU Counter Terrorism Strategy, Programs and Activities Handbook Volume 1 Strategic
Information and Materials
Lulu.com 2011 Updated Reprint. Updated Annually. Para-Military Groups in EU Handbook

Routledge Handbook of European Politics
Routledge Since the Treaty of the European Union was ratiﬁed in 1993, the European Union has become an important factor in an ever-increasing number of regimes of pooled sovereignty. This Handbook
seeks to present a valuable guide to this new and unique system in the twenty-ﬁrst century, allowing readers to obtain a better understanding of the emerging multilevel European governance system that
links national polities to Europe and the global community. Adopting a pan-European approach, this Handbook brings together the work of leading international academics to cover a wide range of topics
such as: the historical and theoretical background the political systems and institutions of both the EU and its individual member nations political parties and party systems political elites civil society and
social movements in European politics the political economy of Europe public administration and policy-making external policies of the EU. This is an invaluable and comprehensive resource for students,
scholars, researchers and practitioners of the European Union, European politics and comparative politics.

The Migration Conference 2021 Selected Papers
Transnational Press London This is a collection of self-selected papers presented at The Migration Conference 2021 London. COVID-19 pandemic and ongoing restrictions and diﬃculties in international
travel forced us to run the TMC online for a second time. It is a new and improving experience for most of us and there is strong hints that the conference will continue in hybrid form in the near future. As
usual we have invited participants to submit 2000 words papers for the proceedings book and this volume brings you these papers. Topics covered in the volume includes gender, education, mass
movements, refugees, religion, identity, migration policy, culture, diplomacy, remittances, climate, water, environment and pretty much everything about migration. Most of the papers are in English, but
there are some in French, Spanish and Turkish too. This is a great book for those who want short accounts on all aspects of migration and refugees.

European Integration
Flipside Digital Content Company Inc. A clear guide to current EU institutions, practices, and policies, this is also an informed insider's account of how they have emerged in their present form, with clues
on future change. The mixture of analysis and history, description and prescription, works well, because the author has had a ringside seat, but retains a cool Nordic non-partisan detachment. The hints he
oﬀers to those, for example in Asia, considering following a similar path to regional integration, represent the distilled wisdom of a career in balancing economic beneﬁts and national sensitivities. As his
story shows, it can be done. - Lord Kerr, Former Head of the UK Diplomatic Service, now Chairman of Imperial College, London and Deputy Chairman of Royal Dutch Shell.

Bilateral Relations in the Mediterranean
Prospects for Migration Issues
Edward Elgar Publishing This timely book assesses national and supranational bilateral approaches to dealing with the rising tide of migration into the European Union via the Mediterranean Sea.
International law and EU migration law specialists critically assess the legal tools adopted to engage with the ‘refugee crisis’. While the EU works to develop a uniﬁed approach to Mediterranean transit and
origin countries, the authors argue that a crucial role should be accorded to individual states in ﬁnding a solution to this complex and sensitive situation.
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African Migrants and Europe
Managing the ultimate frontier
Routledge The process of migration control mirrors the trajectories of the people who traverse national boundaries, making today’s borders ﬂexible and ﬂuid. This book explores the transformation of
migration control in the post 9/11 era. It looks at how border controls have become more diﬀuse in the face of increased human ﬂows from Africa and presents a critical analysis of the dispositif of
European migration control, including detention without trial, derogation of human rights law, torture, "extraordinary rendition", the curtailment of civil liberties and the securitization of migration. By
examining the role of Gaddaﬁ’s Libya in the last ten years as a gendarme of Europe, it argues for a re-visioning of borders and frontiers in ways that can account for their dialectical nature, and for the
dialectical nature of political life. This text will be of key interest to scholars and students of European studies, African studies, security studies, international relations, global studies, comparative politics,
cultural geography, migration studies and border theory.

The Generation Gap, Or, Belarusian Diﬀerences in Goals, Values and Strategy
Fundacja Przestrzeni Obywat

Accessing Asylum in Europe
Extraterritorial Border Controls and Refugee Rights Under EU Law
Oxford University Press, USA Europe is currently experiencing a so-called "refugee crisis," demonstrated by millions of displaced people unseen since World War II. This book examines the interface
between the EU's response to irregular ﬂows, in particular the main extraterritorial border and migration controls taken by the Member States, and the rights asylum seekers acquire from EU law. "Remote
control" techniques, such as the imposition of visas, ﬁnes on carriers transporting unsatisfactorily documented third-country nationals, and interception at sea are investigated in detail in a bid to assess
the impact these measures have on access to asylum in the EU. The book also thoroughly analyses the rights recognised by the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights to persons in need of international
protection, inclusive of the principle of non-refoulement, the right to leave any country including one's own, the right to asylum, and the right to remedies and eﬀective judicial protection. The fundamental
focus of the book is the relationship between the aforementioned border and migration controls and the rights of asylum seekers and, most importantly, how these rights (should) limit the scope of such
measures and the ways in which they are implemented. The ultimate goal is to conclude whether the current series of extraterritorial mechanisms of pre-entry vetting is compatible in EU law with the EU
rights of refugees and forced migrants.

Global Trends 2030
Alternative Worlds
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform This publication covers global megatrends for the next 20 years and how they will aﬀect the United States. This is the ﬁfth installment in the National
Intelligence Council's series aimed at providing a framework for thinking about possible futures and their implications. The report is intended to stimulate strategic thinking about the rapid and vast
geopolitical changes characterizing the world today and possible global trajectories during the next 15-20 years by identifying critical trends and potential discontinuities. The authors distinguish between
megatrends, those factors that will likely occur under any scenario, and game-changers, critical variables whose trajectories are far less certain. NIC 2012-001. Several innovations are included in Global
Trends 2030, including: a review of the four previous Global Trends reports, input from academic and other experts around the world, coverage of disruptive technologies, and a chapter on the potential
trajectories for the US role in the international system and the possible the impact on future international relations. Table of Contents: Introduction 1 Megatrends 6 Individual Empowerment 8 Poverty
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Reduction 8 An Expanding Global Middle Class 8 Education and the Gender Gap 10 Role of Communications Technologies 11 Improving Health 11 A MORE CONFLICTED IDEOLOGICAL LANDSCAPE 12
Diﬀusion of Power 15 THE RISE AND FALL OF COUNTRIES: NOT THE SAME OLD STORY 17 THE LIMITS OF HARD POWER IN THE WORLD OF 2030 18 Demographic Patterns 20 Widespread Aging 20 Shrinking
Number of Youthful Countries 22 A New Age of Migration 23 The World as Urban 26 Growing Food, Water, and Energy Nexus 30 Food, Water, and Climate 30 A Brighter Energy Outlook 34 Game-Changers
38 The Crisis-Prone Global Economy 40 The Plight of the West 40 Crunch Time Too for the Emerging Powers 43 A Multipolar Global Economy: Inherently More Fragile? 46 The Governance Gap 48
Governance Starts at Home: Risks and Opportunities 48 INCREASED FOCUS ON EQUALITY AND OPENNESS 53 NEW GOVERNMENTAL FORMS 54 A New Regional Order? 55 Global Multilateral Cooperation 55
The Potential for Increased Conﬂict 59 INTRASTATE CONFLICT: CONTINUED DECLINE 59 Interstate Conﬂict: Chances Rising 61 Wider Scope of Regional Instability 70 The Middle East: At a Tipping Point 70
South Asia: Shocks on the Horizon 75 East Asia: Multiple Strategic Futures 76 Europe: Transforming Itself 78 Sub-Saharan Africa: Turning a Corner by 2030? 79 Latin America: More Prosperous but
Inherently Fragile 81 The Impact of New Technologies 83 Information Technologies 83 AUTOMATION AND MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES 87 Resource Technologies 90 Health Technologies 95 The Role
of the United States 98 Steady US Role 98 Multiple Potential Scenarios for the United States' Global Role 101 Alternative Worlds 107 Stalled Engines 110 FUSION 116 Gini-out-of-the-Bottle 122 Nonstate
World 128 Acknowledgements 134 GT2030 Blog References 137 Audience: Appropriate for anyone, from businesses to banks, government agencies to start-ups, the technology sector to the teaching
sector, and more. This publication helps anticipate where the world will be: socially, politically, technologically, and culturally over the next few decades. Keywords: Global Trends 2030 Alternative Worlds,
global trends 2030, Global Trends series, National Intelligence Council, global trajectories, global megatrends, geopolitics, geopolitical changes

Environmental Democracy in Bosnia and Herzegovina: Limping Along
Alternative report on implementation of the Aarhus Convention in Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Arnika The report develops reﬂections on major shortcomings in practical use of democratic instruments in decision making on environmental issues. Closer inspection reveals that rules on paper often
diﬀer from their practical implication in reality. Although the environmental democracy in Bosnia and Herzegovina is just limping along, outbreaks of active civil society show promise for improvement in
the future.

Parliamentary Diplomacy of Taiwan in Comparative Perspective
Against Isolation and Under-representation
Policy Press Through a comparative perspective, and using evidence from the relations of the Legislative Yuan in Taiwan with the US Congress and the European Parliament, this book assesses both the
potentials and the constraints of parliamentary diplomacy for Taiwan.

The Pandemic Crisis and the European Union
COVID-19 and Crisis Management
Routledge This book assesses the implications of the COVID-19 pandemic for the European Union (EU), as well as its response in dealing with an overarching, multidimensional crisis with consequences
extending beyond public health safety to political, economic, legal, and institutional arenas. It argues the pandemic represents a symmetric crisis cutting across countries with diﬀerent social, economic
and political characteristics and which yet - despite favouring cooperative solutions at the supranational level - has largely been met with initial responses of a national, even local, nature. So, how well did
the EU perform as a crisis manager in the pandemic crisis? This book will be of key interest to scholars, students and readers of crisis, pandemic and health management, European Union politics and
governance.
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Foreigners, Refugees or Minorities?
Rethinking People in the Context of Border Controls and Visas
Routledge When immigration policy and the treatment of Roma collide in international relations there are surprising consequences which are revelatory of the underlying tensions between internal and
external policies in the European Union. This book examines the relationship of citizenship, ethnicity and international relations and how these three aspects of the State, its people and its neighbours
relate to one another. It studies the wide issue of international relations, citizenship and minority discrimination through the lens of the case study of European Roma who seek refugee status in Canada on
account of their persecution in Europe. The volume assesses the relationships among citizenship, state protection and persecution and minority status, and how they can intersect with and destabilize
foreign aﬀairs. The central background to the book is the European treatment of Roma, their linkages with visa and asylum policies and their human rights repercussions . The various contributions reveal
how modern liberal democracies can ﬁnd themselves in contradictory positions concerning their citizens - when these are looking for protection abroad - and foreigners - in search of international
protection - as a consequence of visa and pre-border surveillance policies and practices.

The Schengen Acquis
Integrated Into the European Union
The Schengen acquis, concerning the abolition of customs and police checks at commons borders, was integrated into the Euroepan Union framework by the entry into force of the Amsterdam Treaty on 1
May 1999. This publication contains a collection of the Executive Committee decisions and declarations integrated by the Council decision of 20 May 1999 (1999/435/EC), which directed that the Schengen
acquis be published in the Oﬃcial Journal.

World Migration Report 2020
United Nations Since 2000, IOM has been producing world migration reports. The World Migration Report 2020, the tenth in the world migration report series, has been produced to contribute to increased
understanding of migration throughout the world. This new edition presents key data and information on migration as well as thematic chapters on highly topical migration issues, and is structured to focus
on two key contributions for readers: Part I: key information on migration and migrants (including migration-related statistics); and Part II: balanced, evidence-based analysis of complex and emerging
migration issues.

Immigration and Privacy in the Law of the European Union
The Case of Information Systems
BRILL Immigration and Privacy in the Law of the European Union: The Case of Information Systems examines the privacy challenges posed by the establishment and operation of pan-European centralised
databases processing personal data of diﬀerent categories of third-country nationals.

REFUGEE CRISIS IN INTERNATIONAL POLICY – VOLUME II – Refugee Policies of the EU
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and European Countries
Transnational Press London This six-volume book series titled “Refugee Crisis in International Politics” are prepared with the aim of clarifying the above-mentioned issues and enriching the content,
context, and depth to the ﬁeld of science. “States must protect all migrants against violence based on racism and xenophobia, exploitation, and forced labor. Migrants should not be detained without
legitimate reasons or forcefully send back to their home country. States must take responsibility for and fulﬁll these responsibilities meticulously for refugees, asylum seekers and immigrants to be able to
rebuild their lives safely against serious dangers. Sharing responsibility for global problems is fair in the 21st century”. İçindekiler PREFACE CHAPTER 1. THE EU REFUGEE POLICIES AND THE STATUS OF
REFUGEES – Neriman Hocaoğlu Bahadır CHAPTER 2. THE EUROPEAN UNION MIGRATION POLICY: EVOLUTION THROUGH REFUGEE CRISIS – Sertif Demir CHAPTER 3. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE
REFUGEE CRISIS IN THE EUROPEAN UNION – Mesut Şöhret CHAPTER 4. GENDER, MIGRATION, AND SECURITY: THE EU’S RESPONSE TO THE REFUGEE CRISIS – Ayşegül Gökalp Kutlu CHAPTER 5. REBORDERING EUROPE?: REFUGEES AND ‘TEMPORARY’ INTERNAL BORDER CONTROLS – Aslı Şirin and Ebru Dalğakıran CHAPTER 6. SECURITIZATION OF REFUGEE PROBLEM WITHIN EUROPEAN UNION – Mesut
Şöhret CHAPTER 7. NORMATIVE ELUSIVENESS OF EUROPE IN TERMS OF REFUGEE CRISIS – Sinem Bal CHAPTER 8. REFUGEE POLICIES OF THE BALTIC COUNTRIES – Burulkan Abdibaitova Pala CHAPTER 9. A
HISTORICAL AND CONTEMPORARY ANALYSIS OF THE BRITISH IMMIGRATION POLICIES AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR SETTLEMENT AND INTEGRATION: THE CASE OF TURKISH IMMIGRANTS IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM – Serkan Baykuşoglu CHAPTER 10. MIGRATION POLICY OF SPAIN – Ferda Özer CHAPTER 11. POPULISM AND REFUGEE POLICIES OF AUSTRIA – Sinem Eray CHAPTER 12. BELGIUM’S IMMIGRATION
ASYLUM POLICIES IN TIMES OF CRISIS – Ebru Dalğakıran CHAPTER 13. HUNGARY’S ASYLUM POLICY BEFORE AND AFTER THE REFUGEE MOVEMENT IN 2015 – Aslı Şirin CHAPTER 14. ASYLUM POLICY OF
REPUBLIC OF SERBIA: THE CASE OF THE HUMANITARIAN ROUTE – Ayşegül Bostan

The Refugee in International Law
Oxford University Press This new edition of the leading textbook on international refugee law has been substantially updated and now features extensive coverage of forced migration. In its accessible and
inﬂuential style, it deﬁnes refugee status and asylum, and sets out the protections aﬀorded to refugees and forced migrations.

Causes and Consequences of Migrant Criminalization
Springer Nature The book illustrates how the trend of associating migrants and refugees with criminality is on the rise. In political discourses and popular media alike, migrants and refugees are frequently
portrayed as being dangerous, while cultures intent on welcoming newcomers are increasingly seen as being naïve, and providing assistance to migrants is more and more frequently subject to
administrative or criminal penalties. At the same time, nondemocratic trends and practices that violate human rights and equality are gaining momentum in Europe, the US and Australia. Racism,
xenophobia and anti-Islamism are simultaneously becoming more open and public; they are no longer restricted to clandestine platforms but are increasingly being mainstreamed into the political
programs of parties that are entering both the EU parliaments and member state legislatures. Similar developments can be seen in the US and Australia. Such transformations in societies, governments,
and institutions seem to reﬂect a growing amnesia regarding the lessons of the two World Wars of the 20th century, and the role that Europe, the US and Australia played in developing a post-war legal
framework based on a shared, if imperfect, commitment to human rights. The book presents individual national analyses to reveal an emerging trend of “crimmigration” regardless of the peculiarities of
national legislatures and internal political dynamics. By collecting original contributions from scholars based in and focused on each of these regions, it addresses above all the causes and impacts of the
criminalization of migration in the early 21st century. It tackles the direct causes of these trends and encourages readers to rethink their broader political and socio-historic context. Importantly, the book
does so by highlighting the ties between the criminalization of migration and equality, racism, and xenophobia. As the politics of migration become more perilous for political alliances like the EU as well for
individual migrants, it is more important than ever to critically examine the cause and consequences of migrant criminalization. This collection does so from a variety of disciplinary perspectives and
political traditions, seeking to overcome the distractions of charismatic politicians and the peculiar factions of national political systems, in order to reveal the underlying trends and disturbing patterns that
are of interest to a broad, internationally-focused audience.

Coronavirus Politics
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The Comparative Politics and Policy of COVID-19
University of Michigan Press COVID-19 is the most signiﬁcant global crisis of any of our lifetimes. The numbers have been stupefying, whether of infection and mortality, the scale of public health
measures, or the economic consequences of shutdown. Coronavirus Politics identiﬁes key threads in the global comparative discussion that continue to shed light on COVID-19 and shape debates about
what it means for scholarship in health and comparative politics. Editors Scott L. Greer, Elizabeth J. King, Elize Massard da Fonseca, and André Peralta-Santos bring together over 30 authors versed in
politics and the health issues in order to understand the health policy decisions, the public health interventions, the social policy decisions, their interactions, and the reasons. The book’s coverage is
global, with a wide range of key and exemplary countries, and contains a mixture of comparative, thematic, and templated country studies. All go beyond reporting and monitoring to develop explanations
that draw on the authors' expertise while engaging in structured conversations across the book.

Towards a Surveillant Society
The Rise of Surveillance Systems in Europe
Waterside Press Tracking the Surveillance Monster... Thomas Mathiesen describes how the major databases of Europe have become interlinked and accessible not just to participating countries but diverse
organizations and third States; meaning that, largely unchallenged, a 'Surveillance Monster' now threatens rights, freedoms, democracy and the Rule of Law. As information is logged on citizens' every
move, data ﬂows across borders via systems soon to be under central, global or even non-State control. Secret plans are hatched behind closed doors and 'systems functionaries' become defensive of their
own roles. Goals expand and entire processes are shrouded in mystery. Alongside the integration of automated systems sits a weakening of State ties as Prum, Schengen, Verizon, Prism and similar
ventures lead to a lack of transparency, restraint or eﬀective if any Parliamentary scrutiny. As Mathiesen points out in this penetrating account, the intention may have been ﬁghting terrorism or organized
crime, but the means have become disproportionate, unaccountable, over-expensive and lacking the veriﬁable results which ordinary vigilance, alertness and sound intelligence in communities should
inherently provide. 'Brings into the light the hidden eﬀects of [surveillance and warns] of the need for vigilance': Tony Bunyan, Director, Statewatch. 'A timely and highly troubling analysis [which]
reinforces alarm regarding a panoptical globe': Andrew Rutherford.

Global Turkey in Europe
Political, Economic, and Foreign Policy Dimensions of Turkey's Evolving Relationship
with the EU
Edizioni Nuova Cultura

Alternatives to Membership
Possible Models for the United Kingdom Outside of the European Union
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Global Trends 2030
Alternative Worlds : a Publication of the National Intelligence Council
U.S. Government Printing Oﬃce This report is intended to stimulate thinking about the rapid and vast geopolitical changes characterizing the world today and possible global trajectories over the next 15
years. As with the NIC's previous Global Trends reports, we do not seek to predict the future, which would be an impossible feat, but instead provide a framework for thinking about possible futures and
their implications. In-depth research, detailed modeling and a variety of analytical tools drawn from public, private and academic sources were employed in the production of Global Trends 2030. NIC
leadership engaged with experts in nearly 20 countries, from think tanks, banks, government oﬃces and business groups, to solicit reviews of the report.

Population Geography
Tools and Issues
This color text provides a comprehensive introduction to population geography, grounding students in the tools and techniques that are commonly used to describe and understand population concepts.
Arguing that an understanding of population is essential to prepare for the future, Newbold provides undergraduates with a thorough grasp of the ﬁeld.

The Border
Policy and Politics in Europe and the United States
Oxford University Press, USA In our globalized world, borders are back with a vengeance. New data shows a massive increase of walls and barriers between countries after 2001. However, at the same
time, the ﬂow of people and the growth of trade have continued at impressive rates, and arguments for more open borders remain relevant. In The Border, Martin Schain compares how and why border
policy has become increasingly important, politicized, and divisive in both Europe and the United States. Drawing from an intensive analysis of documents and interviews, he argues that border control is a
growing international movement. In Europe, the European Union is under scrutiny, and many countries seek to block the entry of asylum-seekers from wars in the Near East. In the US, Donald Trump
pledged to build a wall along the Mexico border, restricted the entry of Syrian asylum-seekers, and more generally tried to ban Muslim immigration. Moreover, on both sides of the Atlantic, trade barriers
appear in the political agendas of major parties. Schain delves into these interlinked phenomena, showing that migration, identity, and trade have been packaged and transformed into hotly contested
issues of border governance and control.

Supranational Governance of Europe’s Area of Freedom, Security and Justice
Routledge This book examines the evolution towards increased supranational governance in the EU’s Area of Freedom, Security and Justice (AFSJ). At the end of 2009, a successor programme to the
Tampere and Hague Programmes was developed under the Swedish Presidency. Called the ‘Stockholm Programme’, it was adopted at a special EU Council Summit on 10-11 December 2009. The new
agenda covers the period 2010-2014 and emphasises six areas of priority. In the context of these priorities, as well as the innovations introduced by the Lisbon Treaty, this edited book analyses policy
change in the AFSJ, especially as it has been aﬀected by the rise of supranational governance in this domain. From police cooperation and crime ﬁghting to border management and counter-terrorism,
much has changed, and the EU has taken yet another step forward in the direction of supranational governance. However, the various contributions also highlight that there are still problems and
challenges remaining for the AFSJ. Collectively, this book considers how consequential the Lisbon Treaty has been for the AFSJ, as well as how successful the EU has been in achieving its stated goals as
expressed in the Stockholm Programme. Thus, this book makes a signiﬁcant contribution to the scholarly investigation of the AFSJ, but also to the study of European integration in general. This book was
published as a special issue of the Cambridge Review of International Aﬀairs.
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